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To:

suzbeck@yahoo.com

Date: Monday, November 22, 2021, 10:32 AM PST

LOOK WHAT YOU DID?!?
6515 Dresses in 2021
Wow...seriously?? YOU LADIES (and gents) ROCK!! 2021 is our best year EVER
since we started our group in 2011!! I can't use enough exclamation marks

🤣🤣

Here's the breakdown:
800 - Malawi - HIs2Offer
336 - Sierra Leone - Kargboyard
2909 - Box of Joy
215 - local OCC* groups
20 - the Philippines
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2220 - regional CA OCC Processing Center (Los Angeles)
15 - Kauai - St William Food Pantry, Kauai, HI
*Operation Christmas Child
This is absolutely phenomenal, and I can't even begin to thank all of you who have
gone over and above with your creative talents in dressing little girls. However, I'm
confident in God blessing all of you abundantly for your efforts! That's what he does!

PLEASE plan on celebrating our
accomplishments AND the Christmas
season with each other at our annual
Christmas luncheon!
I've had some of you say that you wouldn't know anyone, as you've never attended a
Sew-Fest, but we are a very fun and friendly group and I can guarantee that by the
time you leave, you'll have new friends. (So far, only 27 of you have responded
yes/no and there are over 300 on this list )

🤣
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Bring a dish to share, and we will provide drinks and paper products. We also also
have some fun things planned, as well as a thank you gift and lots of door prizes,
so please plan to attend, we always have a blast!
Saturday, December 4, 2021
Holy Cross Lutheran Church
1020 Mocho Street, Livermore
11:00 pm-2:00 pm
If you haven't already done so, please RSVP here so that we have an idea of how many
to expect.

**We also will have some kits available at the luncheon.

Check the Dress-a-Girl national newsletter from Rachel here

BIAS TAPE: By far, it seems like the most common repair we have to make when
we receive dresses back is with the bias tape straps. Maybe the dress fabric isn't
caught in the tape; maybe there are areas of the tape that were missed sewing
together; or there's a lot of stitching/re-stitching on the bias so it's pretty obvious that
the person was having trouble with it!

😊
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However, it really is pretty simple!
Joanne Berven and I made a video a
few years ago on making a dress (it's on
our site here, video #1) and it shows the
easiest way to attach the tape (fast
forward to about 6:00) So if the bias
tape gives you trouble OR if you just
want an easier way to do it, please
watch that video here. The secret is to
sandwich the dress fabric into the 'valley' of the bias and then just stitch slowly! It
really does work and of course, it gets easier with practice. Try it, you'll like it!

REMINDER
HOPE 4 WOMEN - 2022 SPONSORSHIPS
We will continue our tradition this year of sponsoring needy Ugandan women in
Hope4Women's (DAG's parent organization) sponsorship program: "Business
program sponsorships help empower women in Uganda and the Philippines who are
suffering from poverty, disease, & low self-worth to become self-sufficient with
businesses of their own. In societies where women are so de-valued, we want them
to know that God cherishes them. Sponsoring a woman helps her become able to
care for herself & her children." (more information here). Sponsoring
ONE WOMAN for one year is only $432 ($36/month) and helps the woman with
education and starting a small business.
In Christmas 2017, in lieu of a gift exchange with each other, we decided instead to
sponsor women in this program. Since then, thanks to your generosity, we have
sponsored 26 women! (You can read their bios on our website, click on the ABOUT
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link for each year's sponsorships) So continuing our tradition, we'll have a basket out
at the Christmas lunch for your donations, OR if you cannot attend the lunch, please
mail your check to me before December 15 (1557 Hollyhock St, Livermore, 94551)

OTHER DONATION OPPORTUNITIES
As the year end approaches, of course every organization will be reaching out for
your final donations and we are no different!
Besides the sponsorships above
here are other ways you can help Dress A Girl:

😂🤣

Donate directly to Dress A Girl Around the World, the national organization. Of
course there are always overhead expenses with any group and we want these
guys to stay around!
To donate to our SF Bay Area group, you can make checks available to Dress
A Girl Around the World, we send them in to the address on the natonal site
and they will return 85% of that donation to us. (If you make the checks
payable to me, our group keeps 100%.)
Purchase Joann or Amazon gift cards for us to use in 2022 (bias tape fabric
and elastic, or fabric if we happen to run out of donations)
If you have done any of the above OR purchased anything for Dress-a-Girl this year
(fabric, elastic, etc) please feel free to use this receipt for your tax purposes. (This is
a 'hidden' link so is not generally available.)

UPCOMING EVENTS:
January FABRIC SALE: We recently received a large donation of fabric that is
lovely and very high quality ( $10/yard average), but a lot of it we aren't able to
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use (Americana, Disney, words, etc). We hope to have a sale of this fabric in
mid January, so stay tuned! There are yards and yards of each kind, so be
thinking of projects for the new year.
Also watch for 2022 Sew-Fest dates to be announced
Blessings,
Suzanne

ps....
In the meantime, Happy Thanksgiving to all! Even with all the craziness in the world,
we have SO much for which to be thankful!
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